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Optimize interaction in the meeting room and the impact of your presentations with the i3PROJECTOR.
The i3PROJECTOR is ideal for meeting environments where there is need for a more interactive way of collaborating.

www.i3-technologies.com

i3PROJECTOR
Optimize interaction in the meeting room and the impact of your presentations with the i3PROJECTOR. This projector delivers an ultra short-throw distance
for corporate applications. As it is mounted to the wall above an interactive whiteboard or display, i3PROJECTOR completely eliminates shadows.

EXTENDED LAMP WARRANTY
Companies that use the i3PROJECTOR for corporate purposes can register their projector to extend their lamp warranty.

LESS SHADOW AND GLARE
With its ability to be mounted to the wall directly above the screen on which it projects, this model helps to eliminate shadows and
glare which are typically found in standard projection systems.

EXCELLENT VISUALS AND SOUND
The i3PROJECTOR includes a powerful 10W speaker and its input panel includes dual VGA, HDMI and a microphone input to amplify
the presenter's voice.

ADD INTERACTIVITY TO A REGULAR SURFACE
Combine the roles of an ultra short-throw projector and an interactive whiteboard in one multi-purpose, integrated system:
i3PROJECTOR Wi Plus. If you do not own an interactive whiteboard, you can transform a regular dry-erase board or even a wall into
an interactive surface.
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MODELS

i3PROJECTOR W

i3PROJECTOR WI

i3PROJECTOR WI PLUS

For regular projection

For projection with pen touch

For projection with 10-point finger touch

i3PROJECTOR W is a bright ultra-short throw

Connect the i3PROJECTOR Wi to a computer

Connect the i3PROJECTOR Wi Plus to a computer

projector that includes multiple features and

to use computer software with two interactive

to control computer software with multi-touch

delivers an extremely short throw distance, which

pens in the same way as a mouse. You can even

technology which allows up to 10 simultaneous

is ideal for education and corporate applications.

digitally annotate the projection.

touches. The finger touch interactivity works in

The i3PROJECTOR is perfectly compatible with an

the same way as a mouse and enables you to

i3BOARD interactive whiteboard.

digitally annotate the projection. The multi-touch
technology increases interactivity and flexibility
in the meeting room. As it is mounted to the wall
above the projection surface, the i3PROJECTOR
completely eliminates shadows.

i3PROJECTOR
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i3PROJECTOR LAMPLESS
LASER TECHNOLOGY ULTRA SHORT-THROW PROJECTOR. THE i3PROJECTOR WITHOUT
LAMP IS A NEXT GENERATION PROJECTOR WHICH OFFERS NUMEROUS IMPROVEMENTS
OVER PREVIOUS GENERATIONS AND A SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP.

EXTREME LONG LIFETIME WITHOUT REDUCED BRIGHTNESS AND COLORS
The i3PROJECTOR Lampless uses a dual wheel laser light source which offers an extreme long lifetime of
20.000 hours and reduces brightness degradation significantly. “Even after 20 years, your presentations
will still look natural and bright. 20.000 hours equals 20 years in a professional meeting environment
where the projector is being used 6 hours a day and 165 days a year.”

LOWER TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
The i3PROJECTOR Lampless requires low maintenance and reduces operating costs significantly. There
is no need to replace the lamp, which is by far the most expensive component of the total cost of
ownership.

ECO-FRIENDLY AND POWER SAVING
This i3PROJECTOR does not contain mercury and consumes little low power, which can be even further
reduced by a third by using the integrated eco mode.

SIZE MATTERS
The i3PROJECTOR Lampless is available in a wide (W) and an ultra-wide (UW) model. The huge surface
of the UW model enables users to open different windows next to each other without compromising on
visibility. In combination with the world's largest interactive board, the i3BOARD 135", users can benefit
from the multi-touch technology and use the board simultaneously.
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MODELS
i3PROJECTOR LW (Wide)
i3PROJECTOR LUW (Ultra Wide)
i3PROJECTOR LFHD (Full HD)

COST

LAMP
LAMPLESS
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YEARS

GO LAMPLESS AND SAVE MONEY
• With an extreme long lifetime of 20.000 hours, the i3PROJECTOR Lampless lasts up to
10 times longer than a classic lamp projector.
• The dual wheel laser light source prevents frequent lamp replacements.
(by far the most expensive part of a classic lamp projector)
• The i3PROJECTOR Lampless uses less power and has an instant on/off function, which allows you to save 		
money on power costs.
All of this leads to a significant lower total cost of ownership compared to previous generations.
Based on an average usage of 2000 hours per year, a break-even point is reached after 3 years, and afterwards the
Lampless i3PROJECTOR becomes less and less expensive…

i3PROJECTOR
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i3MEETINGHUB
NEXT GENERATION COLLABORATION SUITE
i3MEETINGHUB was developed based on the input and the needs of
both professional and occasional meeting organizers. It integrates the
fundamental features from analog traditional presentation tools into an
intuitive user interface without losing their functionalities.
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COMBINATION WITH OTHER i3 PRODUCTS

i3BOARD
10 SIMULTANEOUS TOUCHES
Compared to traditional whiteboards, the i3BOARD includes several
unique features. In addition to both stylus and finger touch recognition,
the precise and reliable V-Sense touch technology design allows for
multi-user interaction with up to 10 touch points.

i3HAWM
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNT
In our challenge to offer you the most comfortable and intuitive solution
to ensure everyone in the room can watch the screen, we have developed
the manual i3HAWM wall mount. It allows you to adjust the height of
your screen vertically in a manual way. It is easy to install and compatible
with any interactive whiteboard system or touchscreen display.

i3PROJECTOR
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iNTERACTIVE • iNTEGRATED • iNSPIRING

i3-Technologies is a global company. Every day we gain new impressions about the accelerators behind the shift that is happening in learning and meeting
environments. This shift influences the way we at i3-Technologies think about furniture and technology. And ultimately it drives change and innovation in our designs
and the way we envision our interactive, integrated and inspiring solutions.
In our hyper-connected world, it is only logical that meetings are increasingly taking place on a global level. As a consequence, traditional meetings need to be
transformed into a global hub for interaction and connectivity, in which both cyberspace, computing devices, and traditional and digital meeting tools blend perfectly
to enable the optimal interaction experience.
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When crafting tools and products, or delivering know-how to the customer, i3-Technologies integrates 3 principles as the fundament to enable the optimal meeting
and learning environment: interactivity, integration and inspiration. Above this, we cherish 3 design principles to ensure maximal satisfaction of the customer and
minimal impact on the environment: User-based Design, Universal Design for Learning and Cradle-to-Cradle.
At i3-Technologies we aim to stay in touch with our customers’ expectations and objectives by offering fully integrated technology solutions for any learning or
meeting environment. We strive for a clear communication between people and a smooth synergy with the i3 products.

i3PROJECTOR
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